Final Questions to submit to South Bend Community School Corporation
1. Claim Forms have sites that are not listed on the RFP docs. Are they the Headstart
programs listed in the Q&A? Please provide alternate names or reasons for this as
well as number of service days that should be calculated annually for service:
a. New Vision Christian
b. St. John Baptist
c. Christ the King
d. Community Baptist Christian
**These schools are on the NSLP and we provide lunch to all the with
New Vision getting both Breakfast & Lunch.
2. Please advise on what the following numbers represent on the ADP Worksheet
NSLP:
a. ADP count by Free, Reduced & Paid for Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks
i.
In the FAQ doc #2 that was sent out it was
mentioned these are monthly counts. How many service days were
in this month provided; 20? 18 days
3. Should all FSMCs use the SFA labor number of $3,652,609 to keep all things
equal? Yes, anywhere it shows FSMC, the FSMC should use their own numbers.
4. The Designation of Expenses lists both the FSMC and SFA as responsible. Could
you please clarify what costs and roles are to be assumed by both parties of the
following:
a. Cleaning Supplies FSMC – pots/pans, kitchen, dining, tables. SBCSCfloors/walls
b. Office Supplies FSMC-mailers, marketing materials
c. Postage FSMC-mailers, marketing materials
d. Painting SBCSC-routine maintenance; FSMC-special request
e. Menu Distribution SBCSC; FSMC paper, printing expense
f. Mileage Who the employee reports to
g. Employee Physicals Who the employee reports to
5. How many student workers have been used in the program last year? None
Location? Hours?Zero Cost? Zero
6. Can you clarify what the CACFP revenue represents on the AFR as there is very
little mention in the RFP regarding this. After School Supper Program. It is
anywhere from $700k-$950k?On the 2017-2018 Annual Report $264,614
7. The CBA agreement link that you posted in the “More FAQ’s” document, does
not work. It says the page cannot be found. Can you please advise?
8. I understand we will need to submit 3 different labor options. What employees
should be included on the “Hybrid” labor option? All employees; For the SFA
employees-use the SFA dollars; For the FSMC employees-use their own numbers

